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TREE ACCESS ANSI XT

A fully certified fall-arrest harness with all the functions of the Tree Access ANSI ST
saddle. The Tree Access ANSI XT is the perfect harness for workers who want the
maximum efficiency and performance for SRT maneuvers and who need fall-arrest
certification for work in buckets and elevating platforms.
The sturdy build meets European CE EN, ANSI and ASTM standards.
The sit harness offers many connection possibilities for efficient organization, work and
positioning: two mobile attachment bridges made of rope reinforced with tubular
webbing; side loops at the ends of the lower bridge and aluminum alloy ring on the
upper bridge; double ventral attachment point, one metallic and one textile; two
side rings and one back ring on the belt; numerous gear loops and slots for the Kilo
gear carabiner.
Fully equipped chest harness: sternal and dorsal fall arrest points with activation
indicators; dedicated attachment points for the Turboknee System ascender; 3Lock
carabiner with removable anti-rotation pin; parking position for fall arrest lanyard.
The comfort is incomparable: adjustable connection of the mobile bridges to the belt
allow the worker to adjust the position of suspension; ergonomic padding with variable
thickness; low-profile patented STS ANSI buckles on the leg loops; ergonomic padding
on the shoulders.
2 sizes.
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Two mobile attachment bridges made of rope reinforced with
tubular webbing; side loops at the ends of the lower bridge and
aluminum alloy ring on the upper bridge.
Double ventral attachment point, one metallic and one textile.
Two side rings and one back ring on the belt.
Numerous gear loops and slots for the Kilo gear carabiner.
Fully equipped chest harness: sternal and dorsal fall arrest points.
Load indicators stitching.
Waist belt and leg loops are made of ergonomic thermoformed
padding to offer broad structural support and are connected by
optimally spaced connection straps that give the harness a precise
and comfortable fit.
Dedicated attachment points for the Turboknee System ascender.
3Lock carabiner with removable anti-rotation pin.
Parking position for fall arrest lanyard.
Adjustable connection of the mobile bridges to the belt allow the
worker to adjust the position of suspension.
Keeper strap for securing a chest ascender in a streamlined way.
Patented STS ANSI buckles on the leg loops.
Ergonomic padding on the shoulders.
Back leg-loops connection webbings adjustable in length.
Patented ‘’Sicura’’ buckles for fastening ‘’Access Swing’’
Ref.1963.
Steel buckles for belt and chest adjustment.
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“TREE ACCESS” SPARE PARTS
Access Ring
2046 34 mm
204601 45 mm
Aluminum alloy connection ring that is useful for the connection of various fall
arrest components and can be inserted into the mobile bridge system of the
Tree Access series harnesses. Available in two color-coded sizes with
different diameters.
2021 UPDATE: ANSI Z359.12 certification (ref.204601).

Tree Access Evo/ANSI Bridge with Side Loops
216403 32 cm
216404 37 cm
216405 42 cm
Mobile attachment bridge for the Tree Access Evo, Tree Access ANSI ST and
XT harnesses.
Equipped with side attachment loops for positioning.
Manufactured from 10.5 mm semi-static rope covered with tubular webbing
for the best durability.
Available in three lengths: 32 cm, 37 cm and 42 cm.

Tree Access Evo/ANSI Bridge with Side Loops + Gyro
216406 32 cm
216407 37 cm
216408 42 cm
Mobile attachment bridge equipped with the patented Gyro triple swiveling
device for maximum freedom of movement. Equipped with side attachment
loops for positioning.
Compatible with the Tree Access Evo, Tree Access ANSI ST and XT
harnesses.
Manufactured from 10.5 mm semi-static rope covered with tubular webbing
for the best durability.
Available in three lengths: 32 cm, 37 cm and 42 cm.

Tree Access ANSI Bridge No Side Loops
216409 32 cm
216410 37 cm
Mobile attachment bridge for the Tree Access ANSI ST and XT harnesses.
Simplified version without side loops.
Manufactured from 10.5 mm semi-static rope covered with tubular webbing
for the best durability.
Available in two lengths: 32 cm and 37 cm.
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“TREE ACCESS” SPARE PARTS

Tree Access Webbing Bridge
216401 25 cm
216402 30 cm
Webbing replacement mobile attachment bridge.
Compatible with the Tree Access Evo and Tree Access harnesses.
Available in two lengths: 25 cm and 30 cm.
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